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Long-lived states in synchronized traffic flow: Empirical prompt and dynamical trap model
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The present paper proposes an interpretation of the widely scattered states~called synchronized traffic!
stimulated by Kerner’s hypothesis about the existence of a multitude of metastable states in the fundamental
diagram. Using single-vehicle data collected at the German highwayA1, temporal velocity patterns have been
analyzed to show a collection of certain fragments with approximately constant velocities and sharp jumps
between them. The particular velocity values in these fragments vary in a wide range. In contrast, the flow rate
is more or less constant because its fluctuations are mainly due to the discreteness of traffic flow. Subsequently,
we develop a model for synchronized traffic that can explain these characteristics. Following previous work
@I. A. Lubashevsky and R. Mahnke, Phys. Rev. E62, 6082~2000!# the vehicle flow is specified by car density,
mean velocity, and additional order parametersh anda that are due to the many-particle effects of the vehicle
interaction. The parameterh describes the multilane correlations in the vehicle motion. Together with the car
density it determines directly the mean velocity. The parametera, in contrast, controls the evolution ofh only.
The model assumes thata fluctuates randomly around the value corresponding to the car configuration optimal
for lane changing. When it deviates from this value the lane change is depressed for all cars forming a local
cluster. Since exactly the overtaking maneuvers of these cars cause the order parametera to vary, the evolution
of the car arrangement becomes frozen for a certain time. In other words, the evolution equations form certain
dynamical traps responsible for the long-time correlations in the synchronized mode.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.016117 PACS number~s!: 89.40.1k, 05.45.2a, 05.70.2a
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I. ANOMALOUS PROPERTY OF
THE SYNCHRONIZED MODE

Although the motion of individual vehicles is controlle
by the motivated driver behavior rather than by simple phy
cal laws the car ensembles on highways exhibit phenom
widely met in physical systems. Namely, the existence
various states~self-sustained steady-state modes of tra
flow!, their coexistence, the phase transitions, etc.~reviewed
in Refs. @1–3#!, actually forms a novel branch of physic
Following the pioneering works by Lighthill and Whitham
@4#, and Richards@5# the state of traffic flow on a highway i
specified by the vehicle densityr and the mean velocityv or,
equivalently, by the traffic flow rateq5rv. In other words,
the vehicle densityr and the flow rateq are regarded as th
complete set of state variables, leading to a correspond
between a point in ther-q plane with a particular state o
traffic flow. The main assumption adopted in the classi
theories~reviews can be found in Refs.@6–10#! is the exis-
tence of a relationship between the mean velocity and
hicle density,v5q(r). So, the curveq5rq(r) in the r-q
plane is called fundamental diagram, which characterizes
possible states of traffic flow.

According to traffic flow data analyzed recently by Kern
and Rehborn@11–13#, Kerner @14,15#, and also Neuber
1063-651X/2002/66~1!/016117~13!/$20.00 66 0161
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et al. @16# there are three distinctive states of multilane traf
flow the free flow (F), the synchronized mode (S), and wide
moving jams (J). This endows the multilane traffic flow with
a variety of properties. In particular, it has been demonstra
that the self-formation of moving jams mainly proceeds v
the sequence of two-phase transitionsF→S→J @14#. Both
of them are of the first order, i.e., exhibiting breakdow
hysteresis, and nucleation effects@13#. The present paper fo
cuses its attention on a unique property of the synchroni
mode itself, its complexity@12#. In contrast to the free flow
the synchronized mode matches a two-dimensional dom
on ther-q plane rather than a curve on it~Fig. 1!. It means
that a track made up of the empirical points$r(t),q(t)% ob-
tained at sequential time moments unpredictably fills a tw
dimensional domain. In this regard the synchronized mod
also referred to as a widely scattered traffic state for whic
fundamental diagram in the form of a one-dimensional cu
did not exist.

The synchronized mode is characterized by strong co
lations in the vehicle motion at different lanes ordering t
car arrangement across the road. To describe this sta
model has to take into account particular details of the m
tilane car interaction. When it follows that the vehicle de
sity r and the mean velocityv averaged over all the lane
across the highway form an incomplete set of state variab
©2002 The American Physical Society17-1
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One of the possible ways to tackle this problem is to asc
to each lane its own vehicle density and mean velocity. S
eral models for multilane traffic flow applying to such a
approach have been proposed, in particular, gas-kin
theory @17–22# and compressible fluid model@23#. For a
more detailed survey, including also the cellular autom
multilane models, we refer to Refs.@6–10#. Here, we only
note that in all such models the cause of the free-flow in
bility is related to a delay in the driver’s response to var
tions of the headway distance. This instability gives rise
the traffic flow pinch leading to the formation of a new co
gested phase of vehicle motion.

In spite of the variety of available models for multilan
traffic flow up to now no generally accepted explanation
the widely scattered states of the synchronized mode
been proposed. There are various points of view on
mechanism responsible for this phenomenon. In particula
is a mixture of different vehicle types~cars and trucks!
@24,25#, a heterogeneity in the headway distance@26# as well
as in the highway structure@27#, changes in the behavior o
‘‘frustrated’’ drivers @28#, anticipation effects@29–32#, nonu-
nique equilibrium solutions of the Prigogine-Herman kine
equation@33#, the existence of certain plateaus in the dep
dence of the optimal velocity on the headway distan
@34,35#, and the variety of oscillating metastable states w
different wavelengths@36,37#. The requirement of multilane
models to describe synchronized traffic flow has alrea
been stated in Refs.@19,38# using hydrodynamic as well a
kinetic equations.

Commenting on these models we would like to say
following. First, most of them apply to a one-dimension
representation of traffic flow, discrete or continuum on
Therefore, they do not take into account the strong multila
vehicle interaction that is an essential feature of the sync
nized mode. Such a theory can explain the complex beha
of traffic flow on a single-lane road rather than on multila
highways or can describe the congested multilane traffic fl
providing that the multilane synchronization is a minor e
fect. Second, according to the analysis of single-vehicle d
in Ref. @16#, the synchronized mode is mainly singled out
strong multilane correlations in the vehicle velocity rath
than the formal equality of speed at which cars move
different lanes. In particular, in the observed free-flow
gime the averaged velocities at various lanes differ from
another only slightly. Therefore, the approach based on

FIG. 1. Illustration of the experimental data by Ref.@12# show-
ing possible states of the free flow and the synchronized mod
the r-q plane.
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description of multilane traffic flow in terms of individua
streams along different lanes with their own mean velocit
and vehicle densities seems to be doubtful.

Following the classification proposed by Kerner and R
hborn @12# there are three distinctive kinds of synchroniz
flow: ~i! stationary and homogeneous states where both
average speed and flow rate are approximately constant
ing a fairly long-time interval,~ii ! states where only the av
erage vehicle speed is stationary~‘‘homogeneous-in-speed
states’’!, and~iii ! nonstationary and nonhomogeneous sta
It should be noted that on macroscopic scales congested
fic exhibits a large variety of different phenomena, causin
more detailed classification@39–42# ~see also review@9#!.
Recently, Kerner formulated his hypothesis about the s
chronized mode@1–3,12,43# to explain the properties of the
widely scattered states. In particular, regarding the synch
nized traffic of types~i! and ~ii ! he assumed it to contain
whole multitude~continuum! of possible congested traffi
states@12,43#, which are stable with respect to infinitesim
perturbations. This leads to continuous spatial-temporal tr
sitions between these states@1–3,43#. However, simulation
models and further empirical evidence for this hypothesis
still to be found@9#.

According to the prevailing notion~see, e.g. Ref.@9#! the
synchronized mode is mainly identified by the absence o
direct relationship between the locally averaged vehicle
locity and density provided the case of the ‘‘stop-and-
wave’’ pattern has been excluded from consideration. The
fore, the main part of the theoretical models relates the s
chronized mode to the instability of the homogeneous tra
flow caused by the driver’s delay in the response to va
tions in the headway distance. These models explain the
istence of the widely scattered traffic states taking into
count the complex behavior of the developed spa
structure. From our point of view this is a quite natural a
proach that describes only the synchronized mode of t
~iii !, called ‘‘oscillating congested traffic’’@9#. However, to
justify Kerner’s hypothesis concerning types~i! and ~ii ! in
the framework of such an approach a traffic flow model h
to admit a large variety of stable nonhomogeneous soluti
that either are fixed in the space or move as a whole wit
constant speed. Such a model has been proposed in p
@36# based on the car-following approach where the ex
tence of the variety of stable nonhomogeneous solutions
fering in wavelength has been found numerically. It is
open question whether this variety is due to the perio
boundary conditions adopted in the model or is an inher
property. At least under random noise, the model dem
strates a certain selection of a single stable solution, so
seems to describe actually type~iii ! of the synchronized
mode or a certain mixture of types~ii ! and ~iii !. We would
like to underline once more that the cause of such a c
gested traffic state is related to the delay in the driver’s
sponse giving rise to the instability of homogeneous tra
flow, and the multilane synchronization is a secondary eff
only. Besides we note paper@37# that models the widely
scattered state region by applying actually the idea used
by Kerner@1–3,43# in justifying his hypothesis. Namely, it is
assumed that in congested traffic drivers try to maintai

in
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FIG. 2. The analyzed section of German hig
way A1 and position of the loop detector
D1-D4. Arrows indicate the direction of vehicle
motion.
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constant time to collision. The latter is possible within a wi
interval of headway distances if the velocity difference b
tween cars is sufficiently small. However, this effect is
consequence of a certain degeneration of the adopted m
Introducing other terms they can again produce the osci
ing behavior of the developed nonhomogeneous solution

This paper presents a approach to describe the wi
scattered states for the synchronized mode of types~i! and
~ii !, where the multilane car correlations are fundamenta
understanding the origin of congestion. The notion ‘‘sy
chronized’’ traffic seems to embrace distinguished mode
congested multilane traffic flow. So we just deal with anoth
type of the synchronized mode. We think that the role of
multilane correlations in the ‘‘oscillating congested traffic’’
either of minor importance or is reduced to prevent the tra
flow going into the jammed ‘‘stop-and-go way’’ state. In th
following section, we will try to show that there is anoth
type of synchronized mode further called ‘‘light’’ synchro
nized traffic that meets the aforementioned Kerner’s hypo
esis. Namely, in this mode the traffic flow dynamics conta
fragments at which the vehicle velocity keeps its value
proximately unchanged inside relatively long-time interva
The transitions between these fragments proceed thro
sharp jumps and the particular values of such a quasista
ary vehicle velocity vary inside a wide interval. The subs
quent sections will present the corresponding model de
oped from our approach formulated in papers@44,45#. It
should be noted that in the presented model these quas
tionary states are not stationary at all, at least in the stan
physical meaning, so we prefer to call them long-lived sta
of synchronized traffic.

II. SINGLE-VEHICLE DATA AND TWO TYPES
OF THE OBSERVED SYNCHRONIZED TRAFFIC

In this section, we analyze single-vehicle data collec
by loop detectors at the German highwayA1 near Cologne
between 6 June 1996 and 17 June 1996. Figure 2 illustr
the analyzed section of the highway and the position of
detectors. A detailed description of this data set and the
tection devices has been presented in Ref.@16#. Here, we
only briefly recall their main features. The two sets of det
tors D1 and D4 were placed nearby the busy intersecti
between the highwayA1 and the highwayA 57 ~Köln-Nord!,
while the detectorsD2 andD3 are located close to the on
ramps and exit-ramps of the junction Ko¨ln-Lövenich. In be-
tween there is another junction~AS Köln-Bocklemünd! but
with a rather low usage. The most pronounced conge
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traffic was observed at the detectorD1 where the number o
lanes is reduced from three to two for cars passing the in
section towards Ko¨ln-Lövenich. Therefore, the data collecte
by the selected detector were mainly studied in Ref.@16#.
The congested traffic observed near the detectorD1 is char-
acterized by a sharp fall in the mean velocity persist
within several hours. In connection with the following w
prefer to call it heavy synchronized mode or ‘‘oscillatin
congested traffic.’’

The detectorsD2, D3, andD4 also recorded congeste
traffic that, however, seems to be of another nature that
be called light synchronized mode in the following. Exac
in the vicinity of the detectorsD2, D3, andD4 traffic flow
demonstrated the behavior meeting Kerner’s hypothesi
the sense discussed at the end of the preceding section
present paper does not pretend to a thorough analysi
these data, we only demonstrate the fact that the hypothe
behavior of traffic flow has been recorded directly and
likely not to be a misinterpretation of nonstationary inhom
geneous vehicle structures moving on the highway.

For each detector the data set is mainly composed of
sequence of numbers$t i ,v i ,l i ,ki% showing thati th car of
type ki ~passenger car, truck, truck trailer, etc.! passed the
given detector at timet i moving on lanel i with speedv i . It
should be pointed out that the passing times$t i% were mea-
sured with second’s accuracy. Below, the time variations
ql(t,Q) andv l(t,Q) will be analyzed. Here,ql(t,Q) is the
traffic flow rate andv l(t,Q) the vehicle velocity on lanel at
time t ~measured in seconds! averaged over the time interva
2Q according to

ql~ t,Q!5(
t i

wQ~ t2t i !, ~1!

v l~ t,Q!5
1

ql~ t,Q! (
t i

wQ~ t2t i !v i . ~2!

The weight coefficientswQ(t) are given by

wQ~ t !5H Z exp~2utu/Q! for utu<2Q,

0 for utu.2Q,
~3!

subject to the normalization condition

(
t52`

`

wQ~ t !51. ~4!
7-3
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FIG. 3. Time variations in the
vehicle velocity and flow rate ob-
served at the detectorsD1 andD2
on 6 June 1996 and 15 June 199
respectively. This figure visualize
the characteristic properties of tw
types of the synchronized mode
lightly congested traffic (D2) and
heavily (D1) one. Dotted ellipses
single out possible fragments o
time variations in the vehicle ve
locity that can be referred to as th
long-lived states of the synchro
nized mode. In the text particula
windows are labeled with the row
number counted from the top an
the side~left or right!.
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For Q@1, the factorZ is given by Z.@2Q(12e22)#21.
According to this expression the characteristic time scale
averaging with the weightwQ(t) is 2Q, that is why we will
refer to the time interval of averaging the data set keepin
mind the value 2Q rather thanQ.

As has been mentioned above, heavy congested traffic
typical case in the vicinity of the detectorD1 during the
morning hours of workdays and is accompanied with a s
stantial fall in the mean vehicle velocity. The other detect
measured solely light congested traffic when the mean ve
ity, on the average, does not drop essentially but exhi
strong fluctuations only. To illustrate these types of traf
flow we have chosen, by way of example, the time series
velocity and flow collected by the detectorsD1 andD2 on 6
June 1996 and 15 June 1996, respectively. Figure 3 vis
izes these data. The row 1 left and row 2 left windows sh
time variations in the vehicle velocities at different lan
averaged over 1-min time interval according to Eq.~2!. The
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visualization time intervals~from 9:30 to 12:30 a.m. forD2
and from 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. forD1) span all the time during
which the congested flow was recorded on these days
spite of the clearly visible difference in the time patterns
the detectorsD2 andD1 the vehicle velocities at the left an
right lanes are strongly correlated. So both the obser
modes of congested traffic can be categorized as the sync
nized traffic flow. It should be noted that the mean vehi
speed at the off-ramp lane near the detectorD1 ~Fig. 2! was
at least twice as high as the mean speeds at the inner lan
6 June 1996, and did not exhibit strong fluctuations dur
the given time interval. It seems that the traffic flow on th
off-ramp was ‘‘free’’ in comparison with the main stream an
did not affect it essentially.

The row 1 right and row 2 right windows demonstra
time variations in the vehicle velocity and the traffic flo
rate within two-lane 4-min averaging. The depicted time
terval has been extended to make possible comparison o
7-4
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LONG-LIVED STATES IN SYNCHRONIZED TRAFFIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016117 ~2002!
congested state with the free flow. We see that the flow
at the detectorD2 did not practically show any visible de
pendence on the traffic state, whereas in the vicinity of
detectorD1 it exhibits strong variations rather than a co
siderable fall. The latter feature prompts us that the cong
tion observed near the detectorD1 is not the developed
‘‘stop-and-go wave’’ pattern. This statement, however, w
be justified more carefully below.

Let us now demonstrate that the two time series recor
at D1 andD2 present actually two synchronized modes d
ferent in nature. To substantiate this statement we depicte
the row 3 left and right windows the same time series of
vehicle velocity but on smaller scales~from 10:00 to 11:00
a.m.! and averaged only over 30-sec interval. First, we
that the multilane correlations hold also on these scales.
ond, the difference between the two time series beco
pronounced. The time series collected byD2 ~the row 3 left
window! contains several quasiplateaus in the time variati
of the vehicle velocities~singled out in this window and als
in the row 4 left one by dotted ellipses!. In contrast, the
velocity time series obtained byD1 seems to be no mor
than a collection of spikes varying in amplitude. To argue
the statement about the different nature of these conges
the row 4 left and right windows compare these 30-sec
eraging time series of the vehicle velocity and flow rate
multaneously for the left lanes. For the detectorD2 we meet
a visible distinction between the time pattern of vehicle v
locity and that of the flow rate. For the detectorD1 they are
quite similar in appearance.

To make this difference more pronounced we have a
lyzed the variance for the time series of the vehicle veloc
and flow rate collected by the detectorsD1 andD2 at the
left lane during the observation time from 10:00 to 11:
a.m. Figure 4 presents the corresponding relative deviat

dv

^v&
U

D1

,
dq

^q&
U

D1

,
dv

^v&
U

D2

,
dq

^q&
U

D2

,

FIG. 4. The relative deviations of the vehicle velocity and flo
rate vs the averaging interval for the time series collected by
detectorsD1 andD2 at the left lane on 6 June 1996 and 15 Ju
1996, respectively, between 10 and 11 a.m.
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depending on the averaging interval 2Q. For theD1 time
series we meet at first a weak dependence of the rela
deviations on the averaging scale 2Q for both the vehicle
velocity and flow rate which, then, decreases fast keep
approximately their ratio fixed, i.e.,

dv~Q!

^v&
U

D1

;
dq~Q!

^q&
U

D1

.

However, the question as to whether the latter estimate h
certain physical meaning or just is a simple coincidence
quires an individual analysis. In contrast, theD2 time series
demonstrates another behavior. The relative deviation of
vehicle velocity exhibits a weak decrease approximat
from 22% to 13% as the averaging interval grows 16-fo
from 30 sec to 8 min. Conversely, the relative deviation
the flow rate is scaled practically as~straight solid line in
Fig. 4!

dq~Q!

^q&
U

D2

'12%S 0.5 min

2Q D 1/2

. ~5!

Expression~5! enables us to suppose that the fluctuations
the flow rate observed at the detectorD2 during 1 h from 10
to 11 a.m. are due to a certain white noise. Moreover,
mean flow ratê q&uD2,left lane during the given time interva
was about 1800 vehicles/h/lane, so on average the dete
D2 recorded one car passing it on the left lane per 2 s
Keeping in mind that the detectors measured the times of
passing within seconds, we may treat each record of a
having passed the detector as a random event with the p
ability p'0.5. Let us consider these events mutually ind
pendent and describe them with a sequence$g( i )% of ran-
dom numbers such that they take values equal to either
0 with the probabilityp and 12p, respectively, i.e.,

^g~ i !&5p,

and

^g~ i !g~ i 8!&5pd i i 81p2~12d i i 8!, ~6!

whered i i 8 is Kronecker’s symbol. In these terms Eq.~1! can
be rewritten as

ql~ t,Q!5 (
i 52`

`

wQ~ t2 i !g~ i !.

When we immediately get the following expression for t
mean relative deviation of the random variableql(t,u):

~^@ql~ t,Q!2^ql~ t,Q!&#2&!1/2

^ql~ t,Q!&
5A12p

2p

1

2Q
. ~7!

In obtaining Eq.~7! we have taken into account the norma
ization condition~4! and for the sake of simplicity extende
the exponential dependence~3! of the weight coefficients
wQ(t) to all the values of its argumentt. It should be recalled
that the valueQ appearing in Eq.~3! matches the time scal
measured in seconds. Forp50.5 and the time scaleQ mea-

e
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FIG. 5. The fundamental dia
grams showing the possible state
of traffic flow in the r-q plane
where for a chosen averaging in
terval 2Q the vehicle density
r(t,Q) was calculated as the rati
of the current flow rateq(t,Q) to
vehicle velocity v(t,Q), i.e., r
5q/v. The analyzed time serie
~visualized in Fig. 3! and the cor-
responding colors are depicted
the window tops. Black color is
used for the traffic flow states re
corded within the time interval
@10:00,11:00# a.m. ~the corre-
sponding time series are shown
Fig. 3, the row 3, 4, left, right
windows!. Rows 1 and 2 illustrate
evolution of the fundamental dia
grams depending on the averagin
interval, whereas the windows in
the third row show the
@10:00,11:00# a.m. series in detail
individually. In these windows the
dots are time series points con
nected by solid black lines accord
ing their order in the time series
Gray lines are drawn to guide th
eyes to follow the quasifree traffic
states specified by the relationsh
q5vr between the flow rateq
and the vehicle densityr where
the coefficientv is a certain con-
stant.
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sured in minutes, Eq.~7! directly gives us expression~5!
with the replacement of 12% by 13%.

Thereby, the time variations in the flow rate recorded
the detectorD2 are likely to be due to the discreteness
traffic flow bearing no correlations at all. In no case sho
such fluctuations be ascribed to the state of traffic flow. T
dealing with the congested traffic in the vicinity of the d
tector D2 we actually meet the traffic flow state where t
vehicle velocity exhibits strong long-time fluctuations wi
certain time plateaus and the traffic rate, in contrast, has t
regarded as a constant value. These plateaus are separa
sharp jumps as illustrated in Fig. 3, the row 3 and row 4
windows with respect to the plateaus singled out by the fi
two dotted ellipses. In the row 3 left windows it is als
clearly visible that the plateau position with respect to thev
axis varies substantially. It should be noted that Neub
et al. @16# also have found strong long-time correlations
the vehicle velocity and their absence in the headway dis
bution but with respect to theD1 time series. They also hav
obtained the flow rate independence from the vehicle den
for the synchronized mode but after averaging over all
D1 time series. Besides, there are cellular automata mo
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predicting also a constant value of the flow rate inside
certain interval of the vehicle density, which is due to loc
highway defects~see Refs.@46–50# and the review by
Chowdhuryet al. @8#!. However, in the case under conside
ation a constant value should be ascribed to thecurrentflow
rate. The latter enables us also to suppose that a pos
spatial pattern of the vehicle distribution was fixed on t
highway during the observation time. So theD2 time series
of the vehicle velocity is likely to visualize the real dynami
of traffic flow caused by its internal local properties rath
than by the pinch effects. In this connection it should no
that Leeet al. @39,40# and Helbinget al. @41# preferred to
place the congested traffic states matching spatial veh
patterns fixed as a whole on highways into an individu
group.

In order to demonstrate that the analyzed traffic sta
belong in fact to the synchronized mode, we present the f
damental diagram~Fig. 5! reflecting the traffic flow states on
the r-q plane. For a chosen averaging interval 2Q the cur-
rent values of the flow rateq(t,Q) and the vehicle velocity
v(t,Q) were calculated according to Eqs.~1!,~2! and then
the effective vehicle densityr was calculated asr(t,Q)
7-6
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5q(t,Q)/v(t,Q). The row 1 and row 2 windows exhibit th
fundamental diagrams for the traffic flow on the left la
near the detectorsD2 and D1, respectively, depending o
the averaging interval 2Q. Black color has been used t
make visible the states of traffic flow recorded within t
time from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. and thus to separate the f
flow states from the those of the congested traffic. We
that, in fact, the congested traffic flow under considerat
possesses the widely scattered state domain and so ca
referred to as the synchronized mode. It is very clear for
time series averaged over 1-min interval. On one hand,
widely scattered states cover a sufficiently large domain
the r-q plane. On the other hand, for theD2 time series the
gap between this domain and the free-flow region beco
quite visible. For theD1 time series a certain ‘‘tail’’ of the
widely scattered state domain in the vicinity of the orig
(r50,q50) ~see the row 2 left window! typical for the
‘‘stop-and-go way’’ pattern@16# disappears on these scale
So the ‘‘stop-and-go way’’ traffic flow was not, at least, th
dominant phase state.

The windows in row 3 show the fundamental diagram
the traffic flow states recorded during the time from 10 to
a.m. These windows actually exhibit the structure of
widely scattered state domains visualized in the given t
series. Roughly speaking, both of them comprise a la
amount of straight lines describing quasi-free-flow sta
characterized by the relationshipq5rv with a constant co-
efficientv and the continuous transitions between them. T
particular magnitudes ofv, however, do not coincide with
the free-flow velocity being about 100 km/h~see Fig. 3, rows
1,2 right windows! but vary inside a wide interval from 35
km/h to 90 km/h for theD2 series and from 5 km/h to 4
km/h for theD1 series. Concerning the lower boundary
the latter interval, however, it should be pointed out that
result can depend on the way of calculating the vehicle d
sity @16#. For theD2 time series this feature remains al
after averaging over 1-min interval, whereas for theD1 se-
ries it disappears and only the transition lines are visible

The row 1 and row 2 windows again raise the quest
about the fundamental diagram, which has been discusse
many papers~see, e.g., reviews@8,9#!, in particular, which
averaging interval should be used. As can be seen in th
windows the scattered state domain shrank considerabl
scales about 8 min. Besides, keeping in mind the drawn c
clusion about the nature of the flow rate fluctuations recor
by the detectorD2 we can suppose that the widely scatter
states of the light synchronized mode are due to the tra
flow discreteness. The vehicle velocity, however, exh
strong fluctuations comprising many long-lived states a
the continuous jump transitions between them.

III. SYNCHRONIZED MODE AS A GLASSLIKE
PHASE STATE

When vehicles move on a multilane highway witho
changing the lanes they interact practically with the nea
neighbors ahead only. Therefore, there should be no inte
correlations in the vehicle flow at different lanes. In partic
lar, the drivers that would prefer to move faster than
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statistically mean driver will bunch up forming the platoo
headed by a relatively slower vehicle. When the cars begi
change lanes for overtaking slow vehicles the car ensem
at different lanes will affect one another. The cause of t
interaction is due to the fact that a car occupies during a l
change manoeuvre two lanes simultaneously, affecting
cars moving behind it at both lanes. Figure 6~b! illustrates
this interaction for cars 1 and 2 through car 4 changing
lanes. The drivers of both cars 1 and 2 have to regard car
the nearest neighbor and, so, their motion will be correla
during the given maneuvers. In the same way car 1 is
fected by car 3 because the motion of car 4 directly depe
on the behavior of car 3. The more frequently lane chang
is performed, the more correlated traffic flow is on a mu
lane highway. Therefore, to characterize traffic flow on m
tilane highways it is reasonable to introduce an additio
state variable, the order parameterh @44,45#. This variable is
the mean density of such car triplets normalized to the ma
mum possible for the given highway and, so, can play
role of a measure of the multilane correlations in the vehi
flow.

On the other hand, the order parameterh introduced in
this way can be regarded as a measure of the vehicle arra
ment regularity. Let us discuss this question in detail for
free flow and synchronized mode individually. In the fre
flow the feasibility of overtaking makes the vehicle arrang
ment more regular because of platoon dissipation. So, as
order parameterh grows the free traffic becomes more reg
lar. Nevertheless, in this case the density of the car multil
triplets remains relatively low,h!1, and the vehicle en-
sembles should exhibit weak correlations. Figure 7 illustra
the F→S transition. As the car density grows in free flow
the ‘‘fast’’ drivers that at first overtake slow vehicles ind
vidually begin to gather into platoons headed by mo
‘‘slow’’ cars among them but, nevertheless, moving fas
than the statistically mean vehicle, see Fig. 7~a!. The pla-
toons are formed by drivers preferring to move as fast
possible keeping short headway distance without lane cha
ing. Such a state of the traffic flow should be sufficien
inhomogeneous and is the reason for the occurrence of h
flow states in free traffic. Therefore, even at a sufficien

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the car arrangement in the v
ous phases of traffic flow and the multilane vehicle interact
caused by cars changing the lanes.
7-7
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high car density the free flow should be characterized
weak multilane correlations and not too big values of
order parameterhf . The structure of these platoons is al
inhomogeneous: they comprise cars whose drivers wo
prefer to move at different headways~for a fixed velocity!
under comfortable conditions. So, when the density of
hicles attains sufficiently high values and their mean veloc
decreases remarkably with respect to the velocity on
empty highway then some of the ‘‘fast’’ drivers can deci
that there is no reason to move so slowly at such short h
way requiring strain. Then they can either overtake the
heading the current platoon by changing lanes individua
or leave the platoon and take vacant places, compare
7~a!. The former has to increase the multilane correlatio
and, in part, to decrease the mean vehicle velocity beca
the other drivers should give place for this maneuver in s
ficiently dense traffic flow. The latter also will decrease t
mean vehicle velocity because these places are vacant
the standpoint of sufficiently ‘‘fast’’ drivers only but not from
the point of view of the statistically mean ones preferring
keep longer headway in comparison with the platoon he
way. That means, that the statistically mean drivers hav
decelerate, decreasing the mean vehicle velocity. The
maneuver types make the traffic flow more homogeneous
dissipating the platoons and smoothing the headway di
bution, see Fig. 7~b!. Besides, the single-vehicle data@16#
show that the synchronized mode is characterized by lo
distant correlations in the vehicle velocities. The headw
fluctuations are correlated only on small scales. These fi
ings justify the assumptions of the synchronized mode be
a more homogeneous state than the free flow. We think@45#
that the given scenario describes the synchronized mode
mation that must be characterized by a large value of
order parameterhs.hf and a lower velocity in compariso
with the free flow at the same vehicle density. It should
noted that this mechanism of the synchronized mode em
gence is related to the hypothesis by Kerner@2,3,51# that the
synchronized mode is caused by a ‘‘Z’’-like form of the
overtaking probability depending on the vehicle density.

Keeping in mind this scenario we have assumed the m
velocity v of multilane traffic flow to be determined by bot
the vehicle densityr and the order parameterh, namely,v
5q(h,r), where the functionq(h,r) is regarded as a phe

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the alteration in the vehic
arrangement near the ‘‘free flow↔ synchronized mode’’ phase
transition.
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nomenological relationship known beforehand. Its gene
properties have been discussed in Refs.@44,45#, in particular,
it has been assumed to be a decreasing function with res
to h for the synchronized mode. Previously, we have writt
the governing equation for the order parameter comple
describing the traffic state evolution in terms of time var
tions in the mean velocityv and the order parameterh, the
vehicle density is treated as a fixed value. In this way
have obtained a simple and natural explanation of the
served sequence of phase transitionsF→S→J, with each of
them being of the first order. In particular, this model pr
dicts that the order parameterh exhibits a sharp jump from
the valuehF(rc)!1 corresponding to the free flow up to th
order parameterhS(rc)&1 of the synchronized mode whe
the vehicle densityr exceeds a certain critical valuerc . The
further evolution of the synchronized mode as the vehi
density grows is given via the dependencev5q@hS(r),r#.

However, to describe the widely scattered state region
the synchronized mode we have to regard the multilane
interaction into more detail. The matter is that for a car to
able to leave a platoon or to change a lane, the local veh
arrangement at the neighboring lanes should be of a spe
form ~Fig. 8!. So the car rearrangement essentially depe
also on the particular details of the neighboring car confi
ration exhibiting substantial fluctuations. These fluctuatio
however, are of another nature than those in the free fl
The latter can be treated as a white noise and slightly b
the dependencev5q(h,r) for the free flow~Fig. 1!. In the
synchronized mode, by contrast, attaining the optimal con
tions of driving, including also overtaking slow vehicles, c
be frustrated for a certain time as illustrated in Fig. 8. For
1 to be able to overtake car 2 the neighboring car 3 sho
provide a room for this maneuver. Otherwise the driver
car 1 has to wait and the local car arrangement will not v
substantially. In other words, changes in the particular re
izations of the local car arrangement can be frozen fo
certain time although the globally optimal car configurati
is not attained at the current time moment. Due to this s
freezing effect the synchronized mode can comprise a g
amount of locally metastable states and correspond to a
tain two-dimensional region in ther-q plane rather than to a
line q5q(r)r. This feature seems to be similar to that m
in physical media with local order, for example, in glass
where phase transitions are characterized by wide rang
controlling parameters~temperature, pressure, etc.! rather

FIG. 8. Schematic illustration of the car arrangement at
neighboring lane in the synchronized mode that enables overta
~a! or hinders it~b!.
7-8
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LONG-LIVED STATES IN SYNCHRONIZED TRAFFIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016117 ~2002!
than their fixed values~see, e.g., Ref.@52#!.
The synchronized mode consists of clusters of some

cars moving along the road as a whole@16#, which will be
called for convenience the fundamental clusters of the s
chronized mode. Thereby, the introduced order parameth
is actually an averaged characteristics of such a cluste
whole and, so, it does not allow for local fluctuations in t
car arrangement inside this cluster. To describe the latter
other state variable, the order parametera has to be intro-
duced. Its physical meaning is to allow for the fact that t
optimal and comfortable way of driving that the drivers t
to attain individually depends essentially on the current re
ization of the car arrangement inside the given fundame
cluster. In other words, we assume that the order param
h0(a,r) matching this optimal way of driving is a functio
of the vehicle densityr as well as the order parametera.
Without lost of generality in such a phenomenological a
proach we may relateh0(a50,r) to the global optimum of
the driving manner attained after averaging over all the re
izations of the car configuration, i.e., seth0(a50,r)
5hS(r). Besides, it is reasonable to relate variations of
order parametera of amplitude about unity,̂a2&1/2;1, with
all the possible realizations of the car configuration.

To complete the description of the long-lived state co
tinuum of the synchronized mode we should specify the e
lution of the order parametera. Since the order parametera
allows for microscopic details of the fundamental clus
structure its fluctuations will be treated as a random no
whose amplitude depend on the vehicle density only. In c
trast, the rateda/dt of time variations in the order paramet
a has to be affected substantially by the current value of
order parameterh. In fact, as the order parameterh tends to
the local optimum valueh0(a,r) for the givena the rate
da/dt should be depressed because all the drivers form
the fundamental cluster prefer to wait until a more comfo
able car configuration arises therefore inhibiting the evo
tion of the fundamental cluster structure.

Now, the model can be formulated. However, before d
ing this it is worth noting that the present paper does
describe the formation and evolution of the synchroniz
modeinside the free flow. We construct a continuum mod
for the long-lived states. So we may confine our consid
ation solely to the local properties ignoring the interacti
between fragments of the synchronized traffic flow separa
in space. The latter is worthy of individual and detailed
vestigations.

IV. THE DYNAMICAL TRAP MODEL

Keeping in mind the aforesaid and following@44,45#, we
specify the local state of traffic flow on a multilane highw
by the system of four-phase variables, the mean velocityv,
the densityr of vehicles, and two order parametersh anda.
The parameterh describes the effect of multilane car inte
action on the individual driver behavior, so, the mean vel
ity v5q(h,r) is a direct function of the order parameterh
and the vehicle densityr given beforehand and meeting ge
eral properties described in Refs.@44,45#. The other order
parametera allows for fluctuations in the car arrangeme
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inside a fundamental cluster of the synchronized mode
affects the relaxation process of the order parameterh,
namely, we write

t
d h

dt
52f~h,a,r!1eAtj~ t !. ~8!

Here, t is the average time drivers require to come to t
decision to begin or to stop overtaking maneuvers, the fu
tion f(h,a,r) describes the regular behavior of individu
drivers depending on the traffic state as well as on the p
ticular details of the local car arrangement. Finally, the te
eAtj(t) a stochastic Langevin force, allows for a rando
component in the driver evaluation of the current situation
the road:

^j~ t !&50, ^j~ t !j~ t8!&52d~ t2t8!. ~9!

The factore quantifies the size of the noise. As discussed
the preceding section it is reasonable to normalize the o
parametersh anda to their maximum values, which enable
us to accept that in the free flow the averaged value of
order parameterhF@r# is much less than unity,hF@r#!1,
whereas in the synchronized mode it is about 1,hS@r#&1,
and to assume that the order parametera varies around zero
i.e., ^a2&;1.

In order to proceed, recall briefly the key features of t
synchronized mode. When the vehicle density exceeds a
tain critical valuerc , the free flow becomes unstable and t
synchronized modes arises on the road through a first-o
transition. Our previous model describes thisF→S transition
as a sharp jump in the order parameterh from hF@r# to
hS@r# at a fixed value of the vehicle densityr, which should
be accompanied with stepwise jumps in the mean velo
dv5vF@r#2vS@r# and the traffic flow ratedq5rdv. These
jumps stem from the dependence of the steady-state o
parameterhst@r# on the vehicle densityr taking the multi-
valued form for r.rc . In the given case the point
(r,qF@r#) and (r,qS@r#) on the r-q plane have to corre-
spond to well-determined states of traffic flow. However, t
available empirical data~illustrated in Fig. 1! justify the lat-
ter assumption with respect to the free flow only, whereas
synchronized mode stretches over a whole region with, m
be, blurred boundariesqS

( l )@r# andqS
(u)@r#. Besides, this re-

gion turns out to be sufficiently thick, (qS
(u)@r#2qS

( l )@r#)
;qF@rc# and adjacent to the free-flow branch, (qF@r#
2qS

(u)@r#)!qF@rc#. We intend to explain the existence o
the synchronized mode continuum by the effect of rand
fluctuations in the vehicle velocityv. However, it is not suf-
ficient to introduce additional stochastic Langevin forces in
governing equations, as done with respect to Eq.~8!. Indeed,
in this case such a stochastic force quantifies the rand
component of theindividual driver behavior, so, it should
demonstrate similar features in both the free flow and s
chronized mode. Therefore, in particular, we consider
amplitudee of the introduced stochastic force as well as
correlation function~9! to be independent of traffic flow
state. The free flow matches a line on ther-q plane, the
free-flow branch, which is slightly blurred due to rando
7-9
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LUBASHEVSKY, MAHNKE, WAGNER, AND KALENKOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016117 ~2002!
fluctuations. Besides, it exhibits no long-time correlatio
Thereby, an additional Langevin force cannot explain
wide quasiequilibrium state continuum of the synchroniz
mode. Moreover, these Langevin forces cannot be strong
we may sete!1 in Eq. ~8!.

Furthermore, we assume that in the synchronized m
where the multilane car interaction is essential the order
rameterh is substantially affected by the order parametea
quantifying the random fluctuations in the local car arran
ment. In this case the possibility of a self-freezing effe
discussed above is responsible for the emergence of the l
lived state continuum. Therefore, the next step sho
specify the functionf(h,a,r) in such a way that the result
ing steady-state dependencehst(r,a) on the order paramete
a is strong. Since we deal solely with the synchronized mo
itself we can write down

f~h,a,r!5h2h0~a,r! ~10!

without lost of generality. Here the functionh0(a,r) can be
approximated by the expression

h0~a,r!5hS~r!2Da2, ~11!

which assumes that a zero value of the order parameta
corresponds to the most comfortable conditions for drivi
to the highest order of the traffic flow, and to the slowe
vehicle motion. We note that in the previous model@44,45#
the valuehS(r) characterizes the stationary state of the s
chronized mode at the given vehicle densityr. The deviation
of the car arrangement from the optimal configuration
stroys the order of traffic flow, bringing the synchroniz
mode closer to the free flow in properties. Therefore, we m
setD approximately equal to unity,D;1, and to regard the
traffic state withh'h0(1,r) as practically the free flow or
more rigorously, the state directly adjacent to the free flo

Now let us specify the governing equation for the ord
parametera. Local variations of the car arrangement seem
be determined solely by the vehicle density. Indeed, the o
parameterh is actually produced by averaging, first, ov
many particular realizations of the fundamental cluster str
ture similar in properties with respect to the possibility of t
lane changing and, second, over all the cars making up
fundamental cluster. So it is sufficiently rough characteris
of the traffic flow state and the dynamics of the order para
etera can be treated as independent ofh random process o
unit amplitude and induced by the white noise except for
rateV(h,a) at which the parametera responds to the white
noise. Namely, we write

t
da

dt
52V~h,a!a1V1/2~h,a!At§~ t !, ~12!

where again the noise§(t) meets the conditions

^§~ t !&50,̂ §~ t !j~ t8!&50, ^§~ t !§~ t8!&52d~ t2t8!,
~13!

and the factorV(h,a) describes the self-freezing effect o
fluctuations in the car arrangement. In particular, when
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order parameter comes close to the local equilibriumh
→h0(a,r), i.e., f(h,a,r)→0 the rateV(h,a) should tend
to zero. Therefore, by keeping only the leading term we

V~h,a!'H f2~h,a,r!/f0
2 if uf~h,a,r!u!f0 ,

V0 if uf~h,a,r!u*f0 .
~14!

Here, the constant coefficientsf0;V0;1 because under th
general conditions time variations of the behavior of in
vidual drivers as well as of the car configuration of fund
mental cluster should proceed essentially at the same
The form of the random force in Eq.~12! has been chosen s
that the amplitude of fluctuations in variablea remains un-
changed provided the factorV(h,a) is constant. In other
words, the proximity of the fundamental cluster structure t
local equilibrium slows down the time variations in the ord
parametera. In some sense the curveh5h0(a,r) on thea-h
plane~for a fixed value ofr) forms certain traps for the pat
$a(t),h(t)%, which has given the model its name. If the ord
parameterh had been constant, governing Eq.~12! would
describe the collapse of the random motion$a(t)%, with the
Ito process corresponding to the maximum of the colla
intensity ~see, e.g., Ref.@53#!. Therefore, we also ascribe t
the stochastic equation~12! the Ito type, which completes th
model formulation. Naturally, in the given model the vehic
density r is a fixed constant. Time variations in the ord
parameterh(t) can be mapped onto the evolution of the tra
fic flow rateq(t)5rq„h(t),r…. Therefore, in the following it
is sufficient to regard the order parametersa andh only.

Here, we present only the preliminary investigation of t
stated model, namely, the results obtained by its numer
simulation, which demonstrate that this model in fact lea
the desired long-lived state continuum. For the sake of c
tinuance in numerical simulations we have converted
the dimensionless timet→t/t, introduced the variableh
5@hS(r)2h#/D, renormalized the constantse→e/D and
f0→f0D, and setV051. This leads to

dh

dt
52~h2a2!1ej~ t !, ~15!

da

dt
52V0Ã~h,a!a1V0

1/2Ã1/2~h,a!§~ t !, ~16!

where the noisej(t) and §(t) meets the conditions~9! and
~13!. Finally, the functionÃ(h,a) may be specified as

Ã~h,a!5H ~h2a2! 2/f0
2 if uh2a2u<f0 ,

1 if uh2a2u.f0 .

Again, the stochastic equation~16! is assumed to be of the
Ito type.

Let us now discuss the results obtained by simulating
merically the system of Eqs.~15! and ~16! for V051, e
50.1, andf050.5. First of all, Fig. 9 illustrates the evolu
tion of the order parametersh anda when there is no self-
freezing. In this case the order parametera exhibits the stan-
dard random pattern of Brownian movement inside a reg
7-10
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LONG-LIVED STATES IN SYNCHRONIZED TRAFFIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016117 ~2002!
of unit width. We see a collection of practically independe
spikes of unit width. A similar pattern@see Fig. 9~a!# is dem-
onstrated by the dynamics of the order parameterh provided
the interaction of the parametersh anda have been ignored
i.e., by replacing (h2a2) by h. Naturally, in this case the
synchronized mode matches a line on ther-q plane for e
!1. The dynamics of the order parameterh affected by the
variablea but without the reciprocal influence is shown
Fig. 9~b!. Again a collection of spikes can be seen, who
amplitude as well as width has increased tenfold. In ot
words, if we take into account the effect of the fluctuations
the car arrangement~the order parametera) on the indi-
vidual driver behavior~the order parameterh) then it is pos-
sible to explain an essential blurring of the synchroniz
mode state.

The dynamics changes dramatically for the full proble
see Fig. 10. The time pattern takes a form correspondin
the long-lived state continuum. When the point$a(t),h(t)%
representing the current state of the synchronized mode w
ders on thea-h plane and reaches the curveh5a2 at any
point it will be trapped for a certain time until it finally
escapes from the trap due to the noiseej(t). After that the
system again wanders in thea-h plane during a time interva
about unity before being trapped for the next time. Since
characteristic duration of the trapping is much longer th
unity the pattern looks like a certain collection of local me
stable states of the synchronized mode. However, such
longed stays of the system are not metastable in the rigo
meaning and we preferred to call them simply the long-liv
states. Since each point of the curveh5a2 is a trap, the
long-lived states make up a certain continuum.

FIG. 9. The time pattern of the order parametersh anda if the
self-freezing effect is suppressed. The window~a! exhibits time
variations in the order parameterh in the case where the influenc
of the order parametera has been ignored at all. The window~b!
presents the dynamics ofh affected bya.
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V. REMARKS ABOUT GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR
LIGHT SYNCHRONIZED TRAFFIC

In writing Eqs.~15! and~16! we actually have considere
the state of the traffic flow homogeneous. Thereby, the in
actions between different fragments separated in space
been neglected. In order to analyze a more realistic cas
the evolution of traffic flow with the long-lived states w
have to deal with the fieldsr(x,t), h(x,t), anda(x,t) de-
scribing the vehicle distribution along the highway, the ord
of the car arrangement as well as local fluctuations in the
arrangement at different highway parts. It should be no
that the given model has been proposed for the light sync
nized mode where the driver’s delay to the headway va
tions seems to be of minor importance. This enables u
assume the local value of the vehicle velocity practica
equal to the optimal velocityq(h,r) for current values of
the vehicle densityr and the order parameterh.

In this section, we only touch a possible way of constru
ing the distributed model for traffic flow with long-lived
states. For inhomogeneous traffic flow Eqs.~15! and ~16!
actually describe the process in the frame locally ‘‘attache
to the traffic flow, i.e., moving at the same speed along
road. So, in order to return to the physical coordinate sys
we, first, should replace the time derivative by the mate
derivative, i.e.,

d

dt
⇒] t1u~h,r!]x ,

where we again use the dimensionless form of timet in the
term u(h,r)5tq@(hS(r)2Dh),r#.

Second, as was discussed in Sec. III the order parameh
characterizes the arrangement of the fundamental car clu
of synchronized traffic flow. So it cannot exhibit conside
able variations on spatial scales about the characteristic

FIG. 10. The time pattern of the order parametersh anda when
the self-freezing effect is substantial.
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, of this cluster. So the right-hand side of Eq.~15! has to be
modified to allow for this effect. Following our previous pa
per @45#, we introduce in Eq.~15! the term

,2]x
2h1221/2,]xh,

smoothing the fieldh on the scales, and taking into accoun
the asymmetry in the vehicles interaction. Conversely,
order parametera allows for local variations of the car ar
rangement inside the fundamental car cluster, so we m
regard the fielda(x,t) as totally independent at differen
points along highway, at least, within such a mesoscopic
scription.

In this way the system of Eqs.~15! and ~16! can be ex-
tended as follows:

] th1u~h,r!]xh5,2]x
2h1221/2,]xh2~h2a2!1ej~ t,x!,

~17!

] ta1u~h,r!]xa52V0Ã~h,a!a1V0
1/2Ã1/2~h,a!§~ t,x!,

~18!

where the termsj(t,x) and §(t,x) are random sources un
correlated in time and space. Naturally, these equations m
be completed by the continuity equation

] tr1]x@u~h,r!r#5~Dt!]x
2r, ~19!

whereD is the effective diffusion coefficient.
The proposed distributed model for the light synchroniz

traffic flow is worthy of an individual investigation. Here, w
have only demonstrated the feasibility of its construction

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a notion of the widely scattered states in
synchronized traffic stimulated by Kerner’s hypothe
@1–3,12,43# about the existence of a multitude of metasta
states in the homogeneous or ‘‘homogeneous-in-speed’’
chronized traffic.

First, we have analyzed the single-vehicle data collec
at the German highwayA1 near Colonge from 6 June 199
to 17 June 1996 in order to verify the presence of the hy
thetical multitude of metastable states. As a preliminary
sult we have found two types of synchronized mode
served at different detectors. One of them can be classifie
the ‘‘oscillating congested traffic’’@9# and has been analyze
in detail in Ref.@16#. The behavior of the other synchronize
mode differs essentially therefore we preferred to classif
as an individual type called light synchronized traffic. E
actly this type of traffic flow possesses the hypothetical m
titude of quasistationary states. Namely, it has been fo
that the vehicle velocity dynamics consists of a collection
certain fragments inside which the vehicle velocity is a
proximately constant and the continuous transitions betw
them occur via sharp jumps. The particular values of
vehicle velocity in these fragments vary in a wide interval.
contrast, the traffic flow rate has to be regarded as a cons
01611
e
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because, as we have shown, its fluctuations are mainly du
the traffic flow discreteness. In spite of the latter propert
the fundamental diagram drawn for this traffic mode in t
standard way contains the widely scattered state dom
Keeping in mind the obtained results we preferred to call t
domain the long-lived state region, because it is made up
states that are not stationary at all, at least in the stand
physical meaning.

Second, we have proposed a simple mathematical m
explaining this complex behavior of light synchronized tra
fic in terms of dynamical traps. Advancing the idea propos
in Refs.@44,45#, we specify the state of traffic flow by fou
phase variables, the mean velocityv, the vehicle densityr,
and two order parametersh anda. The parameterh describes
the effect of multilane correlations in the vehicle motion
the behavior of individual drivers originating from lan
change maneuvers. On the other hand, it characterizes
order of traffic flow, so the transition from the free flow t
the synchronized mode is represented as a sharp jump in
value of the order parameterh. We assume the existence o
the relationship between the mean velocityv, the vehicle
densityr, and the order parameterh, i.e.,v5q(h,r), where
q(h,r) is a certain phenomenological function known b
forehand. In these terms we can describe the local dynam
of the synchronized mode in terms of the evolution of t
order parameterh, here the vehicle densityr is treated as a
fixed constant. The latter is justified because the synch
nized mode is characterized by long-distance correlations
its basic features should stem from the main properties
certain fundamental cluster, the minimal fragment of car
semble that moves as a whole and can be regarded a
atomic element of the synchronized mode.

The dynamics of the order parameterh is governed by the
vehicle density and in addition, by local fluctuations in t
car arrangement affecting the feasibility of changing lan
for overtaking. The latter aspect is the key point of t
mechanism responsible for the emergence of widely s
tered synchronized states. Due to different realizations of
car arrangement inside the fundamental cluster there ex
continuum of locally quasiequilibrium states of the order p
rameterh. So, when such a local quasiequilibrium state
attained, the individual drivers prefer to wait for a more co
fortable car configuration to continue overtaking. In this ca
also the rate of changes in the car arrangement slows d
and, as a result, the current state of traffic flow is ‘‘frozen
Exactly this effect of self-freezing gives rise to a continuu
of long-lived states in the light synchronized traffic.

We have written a particular mathematical description
self-freezing and justified these qualitative conclusions
solving the stated model numerically.
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